Some definite integrals which occur in transport problems through a scattering medium are studied. They are expressed in terms of such functions as the exponential integral of the first and second order, the dilogarithm, and a newly introduced and tabulated function.
films [4] .
The straightforward numerical integration in (1) can be rather difficult because of the possible logarithmic singularity and/or possible poles at x¡ = -bi\ai in the integrand. Moreover, it is sometimes desirable to possess a closed solution of the above integral. The purpose of this paper is to present such formulae which can be used as an expedient for calculations in scattering problems. To obtain clearly tractable results, we perform the whole calculation in terms of principal parts of the individual functions. It means that the expressions of the type ln|w| • ln|u| and In|w| • El(v) in the resulting formulae are determined up to the additive constant n2 which must be considered in particular cases. The integrand of the integral (1) can be written in the form (A0,A¡ are constants):
q Q (2) Ô(x) n («i* + »|)~'/(*) = Aof(x) + X A,(a,x + b,)-'f(x).
i= 1 i'= 1 dilogarithm ¿2(x). All these functions are generally defined for a complex variable, but we will use them only for real values of x.
The exponential integral of the first order E¡ (x) is defined on the real axis by [ 1 ] , [5] , [7] :
El{-x) = -Ei{x), Ei(x)=Jx_oodtt-1et, --<*<<*>, and the integral is interpreted in the sense of the Cauchy principal value if x > 0. For practical purposes we note: (4) £■,(*) =f"dtt-1e~t = f~ dt rle~xt.
The values of ii, (x) and/or Ei(x) are tabulated or they can be calculated up to the desired accuracy from various approximations [1] , [7] .
The exponential integral of the second order E\2\x) has been introduced and tabulated by van de Hülst [3] (see also [5] , [7] ):
(5) E{2\x)=f~dtr1El(t) = f™ dtrl\nte~xt, x>0.
For the dilogarithm L2(x) we take the standard form [6] , [8] : (6) L2(x) = -jxdtrl \n\\ -t\, _oo <*<«,.
An extensive table (Ax = 0.001) and some properties of L2(x) can be found in Mitchell's paper [8] .
For the sake of clarity the functions E^x), E[2\x), and ¿2(x)are shown in Fig. 1 .
The following identity will often be used. The calculation of (1) involves no unusual steps. Substitution and integration by parts are frequently applied. The integration can, in general, be performed in a closed form only for the case when the function f(x) is e~y^x or ln|wx + n\. If f(x) is \n\mx + n\ • e~7¡x or E^m/x + n), it is necessary to introduce a new function of three variables Le (A, B, y) (see (16)), the evaluation of which is described in Section 6.
2. Integrals/¿ dx e~7¡x and f¿ dx(ax + b)~1e~7 /x. The first integral can be solved by the substitution x = t ~1 and subsequent integration by parts; using (4), we obtain (8) j1odxe-^x=e-^7E1(y), y > 0.
In the second integral of this group we substitute x = u_1, use relation (7), substitute t = y(u + a/b) in the second term, and then apply (4) . Thus, flo dx(ax + b)-1e-y'x = a-l{Ex{y) -eyalbEl{y + ya/b)}, (9) 7>0, a^0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (In the case b = 0, the right-hand side of (9) reduces to the first term because lim^0 eyalbEx(y + ya/b) = 0; see [5] .) Figure 1 . Exponential integral of the first order Ex (x) and of the second order E¡2\x) (above) and the dilogarithm L2(x) (below).
3. Integrals /¿ dx In I mx + n | and /¿ dx(ax + b)~ ' In \mx + n\. For the evaluation of the first integral, we have f10dx\n\mx + n\ = m~l{(m + w)(ln|m + n\ -1) -#i(ln|/i| -1)}, m^Q.
Using the indefinite integral given in [8] , we obtain for the second integral, '2\ mb -na e yx + const.
It can be seen that the solution of the integral on the right in (12) reduces to the evaluation of the integrals / dx e~7x, / dx In¡ax + b\e~yx, and jdx L2(m(ax + b)/(mb -na))e yx.
The first one is trivial. The second integral on substituting ax + b = v takes the form fdy ln\y\eKy which equals X~l{\n\y\eXy + £",(-Xv)} as given in [2] . Substituting back for y, we obtain 
7>0, m*0.
The integral/¿ dx(ax + b)~~1ln\mx + n\e"y/x converts by substituting x = t~l and applying (7) 5. Integrals /<} dx Ex(m/x 4-n) and ¡^ dx(ax + b)~1E1(m/x + n). To evaluate /"' dx Ex(m/x + n), we proceed as follows. The substitution x = r-1 converts this integral into /¡° dt t~2El(mt + n). Integrating by parts and then using the identity (7) and relation (4), we have , p dx El(m/x + n) = n~l {[m + n] Ex(m + n) -me""E\(m)}, mi=G, n i= 0.
(For n = 0, (21) becomes (8) after one integration by parts.) In the second integral of this group we substitute x = t ~ ' again and apply relation (7) . In this way the problem reduces to the evaluation of /" dt t~lE1(mt + n) and f,°° dt(bt + a) lEl(mt + n). Integrating now by parts and using (15), we obtain The function Le*(a, k) has been computed numerically by using the tables of the dilogarithm from Mitchell's paper [8] for the integrand and Simpson's rule for the integration.
For applications in physical problems, accuracy to three decimals seems to be sufficient. A table of the function Le*(a, «) for |a| < 50 (Aa = 1) and 2 < |k| < 10 (Ak = 1), 0 < \k\ < 1 (Ak = 0.1) is given at the end of this paper.
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